SUMMARY OF PROPOSED CHANGES TO HOUSE MANUAL
FOR DISCUSSION & VOTE BY THE HOUSE IN AUGUST 2012

Pg. 5—Under Resolutions — adds language to allow the House Advisory Committee and OEVP to distribute resolutions among reference committees to more equitably distribute workload, when deemed appropriate.

Pg. 7—Officers – streamlines process by deleting language requiring roll call for officer nominations; adds language allowing the presiding officer to announce the name of the candidate(s).

*Pg. 8—Left column, 1st paragraph—Deletes language restricting election to incumbent and those HOD members in a specific professional classification; adds language opening election to all HOD members, including incumbent.

Pg. 9—Voting Procedure – streamlines process by deleting language requiring Executive Vice President to cast a unanimous ballot for uncontested elections; adds language allowing presiding officer to declare the candidate to be elected.

*If resolution #1 is approved by the HOD, revision becomes moot.